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Scales of language proficiency in language teaching and assessment have become widely

used. The US Foreign Service lnstitute scale in the 1960s - or even the late 1950s - was the

pioneer, followed by the Council of Europe Common European Framework reference scales,

the Eurocentres scales, the ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview scale, similar scales in

Australia and Canada, the British National Vocational Qualification scales, the Finnish

National Foreign Language Certificates Scales, the ALTE scales, etc. The increasingly wide

use of scales of language proficiency calls for extensive research in the field of scale

construction, validation and comparability. Reporting results on a scale represents a major

challenge to the language testing community since many solutions have to be found to a

number of problems that are not met in more traditional language testing. Classical test theory

is not capable of dealing adequately with these new challenges and a new approach is needed.

Irrespective of the approach taken during scale construction, there are a number of questions

which require firm answers before the newly created scale is offered for a wider use. Some of

the most important issues are:

o Does the scale represent adequately the continuum of developing language

proficiency?

o Do the level descriptors represent the stages of language acquisition in a

consecutive order?

o Is there a clear distinction between the successive levels of language proficiency or
is there some overlap between band descriptors?

o Do all independent units constituting the level descriptor represent the same level

of language development?

o Are users with different background consistent in their scale interpretations?

o Is the scale of language proficiency comparable across languages?

o How can the newly developed scale be linked to already existing ones?
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The aim of this article is to provide answers to these questions. The data come from the
Finnish National Foreign Language certificates, which has been using a g-point scale and
transferred to the use of a 6-point scale in spring 2002.The aim was to make the Finnish
system compatible with the Council of Europe common European framework scales, which
consist of 6 bands' Three studies were carried out and they are briefly reported in the present
article.6

Method:

Study 1

o Purpose - To link the Finnish 8-point scales and Council of Europe (CoE)6-point
scales of language proficiency and to explore the scales for potential problems

r Subjects - 26 language experts

o Method - pair comparisons (r4 stimuli, cf. berow; 91 pairs)
o Stimuli - lrvel descriptors of Finnish 8-point scales and council of Europe 6-pointscales of language proficiency

o Tasks - 6 separate tasks - one per skill (Reading, Writing, Listening, Speaking,
Grammar, and Vocabulary)

Study 2
o Purpose - To analyse scalability and the degree of agreement for a list ofindependent descriptor units in order to con'struct new 6-point scales for languageproficiency

o Subjects - 66 language experts

o Method - Method of Successive intervals
t 

Tq-sortilq Tasks - sort the same descriptors twice: into 6 and into g orderedprles, respectively

o Sorting sets - 6 separate sets - one per skill, consisting of Independent Descriptorunits (60 for Reading, 76 for writing, 60 for Listenin!, 102 for splur.ing, 69 forGrammar, and 60 for Vocabulary)

Study 3
o Pumose - To link the new Finnish 6-point scales and the old Finnish g-point scalesof language proficiency and to explore the scales for potentiat probtems ,,

. Subjects - 45 language experts

o Method - pair comparisons (r4 stimuli, 91 pairs; cf. above)
o Stimuli - kvel descriptors of the new Finnish 6-point scales and the old Finnish g-

point scales oflanguage proficiency (cf. above)

6 The present article is a slightly expanded and revised presentation of the results that were presented in July 2001 at theALTE European Year oflanguages.
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Tasks - 8 separate tasks - one per skill (Reading, Writing, Listening, Speaking,
Grammar, and Vocabulary) and two more for the Overall scales - New and Old
Finnish scales and the CoE overall scale.

Results
Besides establishing successfully a link between the CoE and Finnish scales of language

proficiency, the results of Study 1 indicated some problems in the existing scales in terms of

the consecutive order of band descriptors (for some of the Finnish scales) and a low degree of

separation between some of the successive band descriptors for both the Finnish and CoE

scales of language proficiency. These findings indicated the need of revising the Finnish

scales of language proficiency, which was done during the second study.

The preliminary work for Study 2 entailed splitting all band descriptors of the Finnish

and CoE scales into independent descriptor units. The lists of those independent units were

extended by adding a number of additional descriptor units taken from some other existing

scales of language proficiency (cf. the list above). As a result, for each skill, a list of at least

60 units was prepared and presented to the experts for sorting twice - into six piles and into

eight piles in terms of progressing language proficiency.

The correlation between the two calibrations varied between .989 and .996 and is a sign

of high reliability. The results of these calibrations also confirmed the results of Study 1 about

some problems in the Finnish and CoE scales of language proficiency.

The development of the new scales of language proficiency was based on the results of

Study 2.The choice of which descriptor units to use for constructing the new scales was

determined by the empirical scale values of the descriptor units and the degree of agreement

among experts about the level of proficiency that the descriptor units correspond to.

Every new band descriptor consists of a synthesis of those original independent

descriptor units with close scale values and the smallest discrepancy of ratings (95th

percentile - 5th percentile < 2). Atthe same time, the descriptor units for two successive band

descriptors were chosen in such a way as to establish a clear difference between their scale

values.

The newly developed skill-specific scales were also used as a basis for the construction

ofan overall scale oflanguage proficiency. Thus, altogetherT new scales oflanguage

proficiency were produced.
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The purpose of Study 3 was to link the new Finnish 6-point scales with the old Finnish

8-point scales of language proficiency and to explore the new scales for potential problems.

The new overall scale was also linked with the overall CoE scale of language proficiency.

The results of Study 3 clearly demonstrated that the newly developed band descriptors

represent the stages of language acquisition in a consecutive order with a clear distinction between

successive bands. There is only one exception to the main conclusion (Speaking band

descriptors for levels I & 2), and some revision of these two band descriptors is needed in
order to make them more distinct.

To analyse the possible effect of the language background of the experts, three different

calibrations were completed with three different sub-samples (sub-sample I consisted of g

specialists in Finnish as a second language, sub-sample 2 included specialists in Swedish as a

second language, and sub-sample 3 included the rest of experts - specialists in English,

French, Italian, German and Russian). As can be seen in Fig. l, the three calibrations of the

Grammar scale produced almost identical results. This example was chosen deliberately since

it can be expected that language-specific features would affect this scale to a greater degree

than the other scales.

Another evidence of the reliability of the results is the replicability of the scale values

for the overall scale. The band descriptors of this scale were calibrated twice - once on the

basis of pair comparison between the new overall scale and the old one and the second time

on the basis of pair comparison between the new overall scale and CoE overall scale. The

correlation between these two calibrations of the new overall scale is .999 and the scatter plot

of scale values demonstrates that the six points corresponding to the six band descriptors form

almost a perfect straight line.

The analysis of the results of Study 3 included also Pattem Matching proposed by

TrochimT as a tool for the construct validation of the newly developed scales. pattem

matching aims to compare the structure of the theoretical construct with some empirical

structure (in our case the structure of all pair comparisons between the six band descriptors of
the scale).

Since the constructs of language proficiency are described in the form of six ordered

band descriptors it is assumed that the higher-order band descriptors describe a higher level of
language proficiency. Consequently, if we present all possible pairs of band descriptors as a
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Fig. I. Scale Comparability across languages

GRAMMAR

Fig. 2. Construct validity evidence - Pattern Matching
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Descriptors - listening
The table below presents the results of the statistical analysis of descriptors related to listening

comprehension. The descriptors are given both in Finnish (the actually rated descriptors) and

in English translation. The first column indicates the ID number of the descriptor, the fourth

column the deviation of ratings (in terms of scale levels), the fifth column the deviation when

95Vo of all ratings are included and the extreme 5Vo are excluded. Then final column indicates

the scale value based on the method of successive intervals scaling. The broad lines show the

cut-off points for the six proficiency levels.

EWG: A sample of listening comprehension descriptors representing 6 levels of proftciency

26 Has no difficulty in undentanding any
kind ofspoken language even when
delivered at fast native speed, provided
they have some time to get familiarwith
the accent.-

E i o I e minkiiiin lai s t a v aike utto
ymmörttiö kaikenlaista puhumu kielui,
silloinkin kun on lqse qntyperöisen
nopeasta puheesta, edelbttticn, ettö on
jonkin venan aikaq tutustue alcsenttiin.

) I 7,36

7 Has no diffrculty in rmderstanding live
and broadcast spoken language
delivered at fastnative speed, ifthey are

familiar with the accent

Ei ole minkiiiinlaista vaikeutta
ymmiirtiiåi elävåä tai nauhoitetnra
puhett4 silloinkin kun on kyse
syntyperåiisen nopeasta puheesta,

edellyffden, ettii on jonkin verran aikaa
tutustua aksenttiin.

2 , 6,88

58 Can comprehend all kinds of target
speec[ but dialects may cause

difficulties

Ymmiirtiii kaikenlaista kohdekielisä
puhetta, mutta murt€et saaffavat tuottaa
vaikeuksia-

., I 6,69

32 Can understand rapid speech, but non-
native variants rnay cause difficulties.

Ymmrirtiiä nopeaa puhekieltii, mutta ei-
ädinkieliset variantit saattaval tuottaa
vaikeuksia

) ) 6.O2

59 Can extract facts and opinions from
complex and specialized language

Saa kuuntelemalla selville tietoa ja
mielipitei&i vaarivasta ja erityissanastoa

sisiilt?iviistii kielestil

", t 5.97

4t Can urdentand extended speech even
when relationships are only implied and
not signaled explicitly.

Pys{y ymmiirtimii:in pitempåiä puhetta

silloinkin, kun asioiden viilisiin
suhteisiin vain viitataan, eikii niitii
ilmaista tiismiillisesti.

I t 5,74

51 Can understand ordinary speech but fast
speech can cause difficulties.

Y mmörtöai normaalitempoista pulrctta,
mutta nopea puhekieli saattaa finttoe
vaikeuksia.

j,,ftj1
tllv#tkn

ltiVlg
;täffis
'":L:i!,4fit ifi:lltäJla
fttffi
'wffi

, 3,78

30 Can undcrstand ordinary speech on
general topics but abstact topics can
cause difficulties.

Ymmörttiii normoalitempoi sn puhena
y leisluonte isista aihepiireistö, abstralait
aiheet saaltqvat tuottaa vaikeul<sia.

I 3,59

25 Can identif general information from a

variety of sources

Saa kuuntelemalla selville keskeisen

sisiillön erilaisista l?ihteistii

2 t 3,37

a, Can undentand carefirl speech well but
ordinary mte of speech may cause

problerns al times, especially in case of
lengthy passages

Y trutuirtdö se lkeöö puhetta hyvin ;
rnrmaalitempoinen puhe tuottaa välillå
vaikeul<sia, ainakin jos puhejalcso on
pitkii.

, , 2,80
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48 Can understand tlre main point of many
radio or TV programnres on cunent
affain when tlrey are spoken relatively
slowly andclearly.

fostry ymmiir*im:iiin keskeisen
ajatuksen monista TV- tai radio
ohjelrnista jotka koskevat ajankohaisia
asioit4 kun puhe on suhteellisen hidasta
ja selkeiiii

2 2 2,71

27 Understands slow and carefirl qpeech on
familiartopics.

Ymmiirtiiii hitaalrko4 selkeiä puhetta
a*isista

2 2 ,56

56 Undentands sinplified speech that
handles familiar topics, but because of
limited vocabulary extensive passages

of qpeech and larger mncepts may
remain incornprehensible.

Ymmiirfiii yksinkertaistettua
perusasioita kiisifelevä puteft4 mutta
sanavaraston pienuuden vuoksi pitkiit
putrejaksot ja laajat kokonaisuudet ovat
rnahdotiomia ymmiirtiiii

2 2 ,42

20 Can undersand normal vocabulary and
phrases related to shcpping, local
geography,job, erc.

Py styy ynunärtiinuiiin aivan tavallisinn
sanastoa ja ilmaulesia, jotlea liittyviit
ostosten tel(aon, pailallise e n
msqntieteeseen, työpailckoan inc.

2 I -,08

9 Canunderstand plnases related to arcas
of most imnrediate personal relevance

PyW ynvtuirttiftidån ilmaulcsia, jotl<n

liittyvät swraan onuun elämäin.
, , -.1 I
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